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ABSTRACT 
 

This is a study aimed at assessing Canada's offshore Arctic capabilities, past 
achievements and future challenges; and to provide recommendations for exploiting 
opportunities and maintaining expertise. Those involved are Ian Jordaan, Peter Noble, 
Bob Frederking and Ken Croasdale. We are due to publish our report within the next 3 
months. It will be a non-partisan technical assessment which will be resource for policy 
makers, corporate leaders, the media, the interested public and research groups. This 
presentation gives an overview of the study with a glimpse of the findings. 
 

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY 
 

Ken Croasdale graduated from the University of London in 1959 in Aeronautical 
Engineering. He immigrated to Canada in 1968 – mostly to ski and climb in the Rockies 
– but also for a job at the Imperial Oil Research Department. A year later in 1969, he got 
involved in his first Arctic research project. Imperial needed to develop ice design criteria 
for future offshore platforms and he was charged with figuring that out. 46 years later he 
is still figuring it out. 

In between, he created the first Arctic R&D group in Calgary at Imperial. He was 
responsible for the ice design criteria for the artificial islands and caisson built by 
Imperial as well as other designs.  He did similar work at Dome/Canmar. 

At the depth of an Arctic downturn in 1992 he returned to consulting. Fortunately there 
was a bridge to be built ---- to PEI ----- and he, with Tom Brown, was consultant to 
Public Works Canada; his methodology was used for the ice loads.  

His consulting activities since then have taken him from the NE coast of Sakhalin to the 
NE Caspian Sea, where, for the last decade, he has led a group of mostly Canadian 
consultants engaged in ice engineering work for the Kashagan project. 

He served nine years as Deputy Convenor of WG8, which produced ISO 19906 (Arctic 
Structures) in 2010. He has published widely and is co-author of a textbook on Arctic 
Offshore Engineering. In 2012 he was elected Fellow of The Canadian Academy of 
Engineering.   


